ENIAC Clock – Shipped to your Home or Office
A special memento clock celebrating the 75th Anniversary of ENIAC
Shipped directly to your home or office by Compuseum, Inc.

Clock size is 5” x 3” x 2.5” and weighs 11oz.

Would you like a digital clock to remind you of the ENIAC? Compuseum has teamed up
with a special design shop in the United Kingdom to bring you a precision digital clock with
original vacuum tube style “nixie tubes” to display month, day, year. We all appreciate old
computers and perhaps you would like to keep ENIAC alive in your memory with this
special memento clock.
The clock spends 55 second of every minute displaying the time, but for 5 seconds it
displays the date on the tubes. When you plug it in and power up, it displays the 1946 date
of ENIAC first operation on the tubes.
How to obtain the memento ENIAC Anniversary Clock
The price is $450 which includes shipping to your home or office anywhere in the world.
Simply pay by donating to Compuseum on the “Donate Now” PayPal style button on the
web site at www.theCompuseum.org or at www.ENIACDay.org or at
www.WorldComputerDay.org. Thereafter, send an e-mail to info@theCompuseum.org with
address details about where to ship.

Features










Styling to reflect the original ENIAC Computer
Handmade in the UK by the world’s highest precision Nixie Clock Maker
Uses original 50 year old Hivac XN-12 Nixie tubes dating back to the early 1970's
The Clock is accurate to +/- 1 minute per year
Programmable display lighting modes
Time and date display
Processor on clock runs at a modest 3200 times faster than the ENIAC
Font of label text matches actual ENIAC text font
International power converter included; plug and play.

Compuseum is a 501c3 non-profit charity registered in the USA and we refer you to your tax
accountant for deductibility of your donation. www.theCompuseum.org

